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SCH #:
Project Title:

Modifying Use Permit authorizing Motorsports and Concert Events at Humboldt County Fairgrounds

Lead Agency: Humboldt County Planning & Building Department
Contact Name:
Email:

Steve Lazar

slazar@co.humboldt.ca.us

Phone Number:

(707)268-3741

Project Location: City of Ferndale / Humboldt County
City

County

Project Description (Proposed actions, location, and/or consequences).
Humboldt County Fair Association (HCFA) is seeking to modify a Conditional Use Permit which authorizes five (5)
concerts and two (2) motorcycle racing events to be held each year at the Humboldt County Fairgrounds. The approved
permit places limitations on event-related noise levels, including a 63-decibel limit on composite noise measured by
averaging noise readings collected during a 24-hour period surrounding each event, as well as a 90-decibel
instantaneous noise limit applied to all motorcycles participating in racing events. In their modification request, HCFA is
seeking authorization to raise the 90-decibel motorcycle noise limit to 99 decibels to be consistent with common national
testing standards for competition established by the American Motorcyclist Association. Analysis of the proposal’s effect
on composite noise levels has been performed by Whitchurch Engineering and has determined that composite noise will
remain at or below the 63-decibel limit, even with the requested increase. HCFA is proposing: 1. creation of two (2)
sound barriers during racing events, fashioned by temporarily placing tractor trailers or strawbales (or some combination
thereof) adjacent to motorcycle acceleration zones; and 2. acoustic treatment of the internal wall of the grandstands
Identify the project’s significant or potentially significant effects and briefly describe any proposed mitigation measures that
would reduce or avoid that effect.
A third-party analysis of project-related noise prescribes a number of mitigation measures designed to help reduce noise
levels experienced in neighboring areas. Measures include: constructing a dense straw bale sound wall near the rear of
the stage during concerts and requiring motorcycle racers to reduce engine noise through use of specialized exhaust
system components. Additional noise measures include creation of two (2) sound barriers during racing events,
fashioned by temporarily placing tractor trailers or strawbales (or some combination thereof) adjacent to motorcycle
acceleration zones; and 2. acoustic treatment of the internal wall of the grandstands. Additional measures are included
which address fugitive dust and light from the project.
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continued
If applicable, describe any of the project’s areas of controversy known to the Lead Agency, including issues raised by
agencies and the public.

Noise levels from events

Provide a list of the responsible or trustee agencies for the project.

